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to give you a rough idea of how efficient the japanese are at making
movies about war: the original japanese version of beast wars only lasted
85 minutes. the english version of the movie runs 2 hours and 15 minutes.

it's just a little known fact among fans of the series. there are battle
sequences in beast wars that look like all the characters wearing a mouse
mask and running around. in the original japanese version, the artists who

made the designs had been told that those were the general
characteristics of the monsters, while only the voice actors who would be

performing those monsters in the dubbed version, knew that the monsters
were supposed to look more like rats. the result was that when those

monster designs were reproduced in english, the artists had to change the
monster's ears and face to be more rat-like for the english dub, but then

the japanese actors were not familiar with these new designs and
performed their lines as they had before. it looks so off because the artists

who created the design did not see what was going to be done, and the
actors who were supposed to be playing the monsters didn't know about

these design changes. in contrast, beast wars was re-edited for syndication
to conform with the show's abc goal of running it on tuesdays at 7 pm after
wwf superstars (which was introduced during the previous season). thus,

the original ending was extended by several minutes to create a new
beginning for season 1 which felt as if it had to run out the clock of wwf's

prime time slot. the later seasons of beast wars retained more of a
"mockbuster" feel by the very end, and when it aired on the usa network,
the theme was adjusted to be in line with the network's programming and

featured the now-familiar beast wars! yells by the audience.
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